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Shot noise of spin current
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We report a theoretical investigation of shot noise of spin current without an accompanying charge current.
For a two-probe spin pump, both cross- and autocorrelations are needed to characterize the noise. The corre-
sponding Fano factors measure the spin unit of the quasiparticles in the spin current. The shot noise also detects
open channels for spin transport, and can have qualitatively different behavior compared with the shot noise of
charge current.
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Due to the particle nature of carriers, the fluctuation
charge current gives rise to the notion of shot noise.1 The
correlation properties of current are important because t
provide further information for transport in addition to th
contained in theaveragecurrent.2 An example is the deter
mination of quasiparticle charge in the fractional quant
Hall effect by measuring both the power of shot noiseS
52QĪe and the average electric currentĪ e , deducing3 Q
5e/3. Similarly, for charge-current correlation in norma
superconductor tunnel junctions,4 measurements6 of shot
noise determinesQ52e, the charge of Cooper pairs. A us
ful quantity in analyzing shot noise is the Fano factorF
[S/(2eĪe), which detects open quantum channels in
device.1 For a normal system, the current correlation b
tween different probes~cross correlation! is negative for fer-
mions and positive for bosons.2,5

So far all theoretical and experimental attention has b
devoted to correlations of charge current. In this paper,
theoretically study the correlation ofspin currentin the ab-
sence of charge current. Experimentally, the flow of a p
spin-current without an accompanying charge current
been realized very recently7 in a semiconductor heterostruc
ture, by pushing spin-up electrons to move in one direct
and an equal number of spin-down electrons to move in
opposite direction. Thereby the net charge current vanis
becauseI e5e(I ↑1I ↓)50, and a finite spin current result
becauseI s5s(I ↑2I ↓)Þ0. Here (I ↑ ,I ↓) are the electron cur
rent for spin-up and spin-down channels, respectively, ans
is the spin of carriers. The possibility of flowing pure sp
current without charge current has also been investiga
theoretically.8–11 In this work we show that the shot noise
spin current contains additional physics to that of the aver
spin current itself. In particular, we found that by measur
the Fano factor of a spin current, it is possible to determ
the spin unit that is transported. This is useful not only fro
a spintronics practical point of view, but also from a fund
mental science perspective: determining the granularity
the spin unit in quantum transport is important in strong
correlated phenomena and quantum informat
processing.12 We also found that the Fano factor helps
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determine ‘‘open’’ spin transport channels of a device. F
thermore, because spin current may not be conserved
shot noise has a more complicated behavior than tha
charge current.

To investigate shot noise of spin current, we need a dev
which generates it. We adopt the spin pump device analy
in Ref. 10 for this purpose. The operation principle10 of the
spin pump is summarized in Fig. 1~a!. Briefly, it consists of a
quantum scattering region in contact with two leads hav
the same electrochemical potentialm. For simplicity, we
consider a single spin-degenerate levele in the device and
neglect electron-electron interaction. An externalrotating
magnetic field, say counterclockwise, B(t)
5Bo@sinu cosvt i1sinu sinvt j1cosuk#, is applied, and
its z component provides a Zeeman splitting so thate↑[e
1Bocosu ande↓[e2Bocosu. Here the spin indexs[61
[↑↓ ~and s̄[2s). By adjusting a gate voltagevg to tune
the energy levele, the energy diagram of Fig. 1~a! is estab-
lished:e↓,m,e↑ . A spin-down electron can now flow into
the scattering region becausee↓,m. It then absorbs a pho
ton, flips its spin due to the time-dependent counterclockw
rotating field, and makes a transition to thee↑ level from
which it flows out of the scattering region becausee↑.m.
Therefore, spin-down electrons flow toward the device wh
spin-up electrons flow away from it, hence in the leads
have opposite motion of the spin-up/down electrons. T
way, a pure spin current is flowing away from the device
the absence of charge current. More details of the spin pu
are found in Ref. 10, but here we investigate the shot no
of the spin current.

The spin pump is described by the followin
Hamiltonian:10

H5 (
k,s,a

ekCkas
† Ckas1(

s
@e1sB0cosu#ds

† ds

1g@exp~2 ivt !d↑
†d↓1H.c.#

1 (
k,s,a

@TkaCkas
† ds1H.c.#. ~1!
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The first term stands for noninteracting electrons in leada
5L,R andCkas

† is the creation operator. The same chemi
potentialm is set for both leads. The second term descri
the scattering region of the spin pump, which is charac
ized by energy levele and spins. The term proportional to
g is the applied rotating magnetic field discussed abo
which provides the driving force for the spin current.10 The
last term gives tunneling between the leads and the scatte
region with tunneling matrixTka .

To analyze the noise spectrum of spin current, we defin
spin-dependent particle current operator (\51),

Ĵa,s[(
k

d@Ckas
† Ckas#

dt
52 i(

k
@TkaCkas

† ds2H.c.#,

~2!

where the second equal sign is obtained by applying
Heisenberg equation of motion using Hamiltonian~1!. Then
the charge-current operator is obtained from Eq.~2! as Î a,e

5e(s Ĵa,s , and the spin-current operator isÎ a,s5s( Ĵa,↑
2 Ĵa,↓). We define the following correlation between spi
dependent particle currents in leadsa,b:

Sab
ss8[^DJas~ t1!DJbs8~ t2!&, ~3!

where DJas(t)[@ Ĵas(t)2 J̄as# and J̄as[^ Ĵas&. Here
^•••& denotes both statistical and quantum averages on
nonequilibrium state. The noise spectra of spin current

be obtained from the quantitySab
ss8 . For example, the cros

correlation is given bySspin,1(v)[s2^(DJL↑2DJL↓)(DJR↑
2DJR↓)&5s2(SLR

↑↑ 1SLR
↓↓ 2SLR

↑↓ 2SLR
↓↑ ), and the autocorrela

tion is Sspin,2(v)[s2^(DJL↑2DJL↓)(DJL↑2DJL↓)&
5s2(SLL

↑↑ 1SLL
↓↓ 2SLL

↑↓ 2SLL
↓↑ ). We calculateSab

ss8 using the
standard Keldysh nonequilibrium Green’s function~NEGF!
formalism.13 Briefly, after substituting Eq.~2! into Eq. ~3!,

FIG. 1. ~a! A schematic illustration of the operation principle o
the spin pump which generates a spin current without an accom
nying charge current inside the two leads.~b,c,d! are Fano factors of
adiabatic limit vs gate voltagevg for different coupling strengthGL

~symmetric system!, with parameterg50.02. ~b! GL50.16; ~c!
GL50.05, and~d! GL50.017.
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the NEGFG,(t2 ,t1)[ i ^Ckas
† (t2)ds(t1)& is calculated via

the Keldysh equationG,5GrS,Ga, where Gr ,a is the
retarded/advanced Green’s function.13 The self-energyS,

5(ai f aGa , wheref a is the Fermi distribution of leada and
Ga is the linewidth of the coupling between the device a

lead a.13 In other words,Sab
ss8 can be written in a genera

form in terms of the Green’s functions of a problem.
For the spin-pump Hamiltonian~1!, the Green’s functions

were already derivedexactlybefore:10 Gss̄
r (E,E8)52pd(E

2E81s̄v)Gss̄
r (E) with

Gss̄
r

~E!5
g

~E2e1 iG/2!~E2e1sv1 iG/2!2g2
, ~4!

whereG[GL1GR .
For shot noise of spin current, we need to distingu

between cross correlation~between left and right leads! and
autocorrelation~between the same lead!. The reason is be-
cause a spin current may not be conserved due to spin
mechanisms in a device. This is different from that of t
charge current of a two-probe system where these two
relations only differ by a sign due to charge conservati
The cross correlation of spin current is found to be

Sspin,1~v!5s2E dE

2p
f ↓~12 f ↑!GLGR@ uG↑↓

r u21uG↓↑
r u2

22G2~ uG↑↓
r u41uG↓↑

r u4!# ~5!

and the autocorrelation is found to be

Sspin,2~v!5s2E dE

2p
f ↓~12 f ↑!

3$2@2GL
2G2~ uG↑↓

r u41uG↓↑
r u4!1GLG~ uG↑↓

r u2

1uG↓↑
r u2!#2GLGR~ uG↑↓

r u21uG↓↑
r u2!%. ~6!

Here Gss8
r is given by Eq. ~4!, and f ↑5 f ↑(E) and f ↓

5 f ↓(E2v) are the Fermi distribution functions.
Expressions~5!, ~6! are valid for arbitrary frequencyv.

At low temperature and in the adiabatic limitv→0, using
Eq. ~4!, Eqs.~5!, ~6! are reduced to

Sspin,15
vs2

p
~12A!S To2

2To
2

A D , ~7!

Sspin,25
vs2

p
@~11A!To22To

2#, ~8!

whereA[GL /G,1 gives a measure of the device symm
try, and the quantityTo is defined as

To[
GLGg2

S e21
G2

4
2g2D 2

1g2G2

. ~9!

In fact, To is the transmission coefficient of the spin pum
for a single spin channel10 at Fermi levelEF5m50. These
results are exact for the rotating angleu→0. If uÞ0, the

a-
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same expression is true except thate2 in Eq. ~9! is replaced
by e↑e↓ . Hence, the cross correlationSspin,1 can be positive,
negative, and even zero, depending on a number of pa
eters, namely the gate voltage which controls the ene
level positione, the linewidth functionG, the symmetry of
the device~parameterA), and the external magnetic-fiel
strengthg. Of course, the autocorrelation is always positi
definite becauseTo<A @from Eq. ~9!#. When the cross cor
relation is zero, the autocorrelation has a va
s2vGL /(2pG). We now discuss the properties of the sh
noise of spin current.

First, we discuss the Fano factors of shot noise wh
reveal the transported spin unit. For spin current, two F
factors must be defined:F15Sspin,1/2I s and F25Sspin,2/2I s .
The spin current generated by the spin pump is given by
transmission coefficientTo , I s52(vs/2p)To , where the
factor 2 is due to the two spin channels. Therefore, the F
factors are

F15
s

2
~12A!S 12

2To

A D , ~10!

F25
s

2
~11A22To!. ~11!

This gives a very interesting prediction for devices hav
small transparency to transport (To!1): F1'(s/2)(12A)
andF2'(s/2)(11A). For symmetric deviceA51/2, hence
F1's/4 while F2'3s/4. In other words, there is a ‘‘univer
sal’’ regime where bothF1 andF2 give the transferred spins
but their ratio is a universal number 3. This is a useful res
because it provides a practical way to measure the quas
ticle spin of the spin current. For asymmetric devices,
ratio F1 /F2'(12A)/(11A) which depends on, and there
fore can be used to measure, the relative coupling stre
GL /G. For the spin pump, the small transparency limit (To
!1 limit! can be achieved by tuning the gate voltagevg such
that the energy levelueu;uevgu is much greater that the line
width G. Figures 1~b!–1~d! plot the Fano factors in unit o
transferred spins versus gate voltagevg . The two dips in the
Fano factors are due to resonance transmission,14 but away
from the resonance is the universal regime.

Next, we found that the shot noise itself has interest
and complicated behavior, as shown in Fig. 2 for the cr
correlationSspin,1 of Eq. ~7!. Because of the spin-flip mecha
nism, both spin-up and spin-down electrons contribute
spin current. The cross correlation between spin-up elect
is found to be negative definite, and the same is true
spin-down electrons, but it is positive definite between
spin-up and the spin-down electrons. The competition
tween these contributions gives rise to either a positive o
negative overall cross correlation. Such a complicated
havior is qualitatively different from the correlation in charg
current. Interestingly, as one varies the ratioG/(2g), differ-
ent line shapes are possible for the cross correlation Eq.~7!:
~i! strong coupling:G/2.(21A3)g, the cross correlation is
positive definite with a broad peak ate50 ~inset of Fig. 2!;
~ii ! as G is decreased such thatg,G/2,(21A3)g, this
positive peak ate50 changes to a local minimum san
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wiched between a double peak structure14 ~solid line in Fig.
2!; ~iii ! as G is decreased further,g.G/2.(22A3)g, a
third peak emerges ate50 ~dotted line!; ~iv! finally, in the
weak-coupling regimeG/2,(22A3)g, the third peak splits
~dashed line in Fig. 2!. Despite this rather complicated lin
shape, the main conclusion is that cross correlation of s
current has large reductions at resonance transmission, h
it can be useful in detecting open channels of spin-curr
transport. This is similar to the sub-Poissonian shot noise
charge current, which is useful in detecting open transm
sion channels.15

Equations~5! and ~6! together with Eq.~4! allow the in-
vestigation of spin-current correlation in the nonadiabatic
gime (vÞ0), plotted in Fig. 3. As a function of frequency
the shot noise shows an oscillatory behavior between p
tive and negative values due to photon-assisted proces
Interestingly, forvÞ0, the noise becomes asymmetric wi
respect to the gate voltage, as shown in the inset of Fig. 3
three different frequencies. By increasingv from v50.01
~solid line! to v50.02 ~dotted line! and finally tov50.03,
the cross correlation changes from largely negative value
completely positive definite ones.

Although the net charge current is identically zero, the
is still a shot noise of charge current due to the opposite fl
of spin-up and spin-down electrons. This shot noise~cross
correlation! can be easily calculated,

Se5^DI LDI R&5q2(
ss8

SLR
ss8

52q2GLGRE dE

2p
@ uG↑↓

r u21uG↓↑
r u2# f ↓~12 f ↑!

52
q2v

2p
2~12A!To , ~12!

where the last equality is true for the adiabatic limit at lo
temperatures andTo is given by Eq.~9!. As expected,Se is
always negative. The autocorrelation is obtained by set

FIG. 2. The cross correlationSspin,1 ~adiabatic limit! vs vg for
different coupling strengths. Solid line,G50.05; dotted line,G
50.017; dashed line,G50.004. Inset,Sspin,1 vs vg when G
50.16. Here field strengthg50.02,GL5GR , and the unit ofSspin,1

is v/(16p).
1-3
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a5b5L in Sab
ss8 , and it is straightforward to show

^DI LDI L&52^DI LDI R&. This is the expected result fo
charge current which is a conserved quantity, i.e.,I L1I R
50. Experimentally,16 the quantum partition noise of a poin
contact has already been observed in the absence of
voltage so that the average charge current is identically z

Finally, we show that the adiabatic limit shot noise of sp
current can also be obtained from a scattering ma
approach1 for symmetric devices (A5 1

2 ). Settingv/2p51
to be the unit, the autocorrelation of spin-up/down elect
channels is simplySLL

↑↑ 5SLL
↓↓ 5To(12To), which is the well-

known expression for shot noise of charge current.1 Next, for

*Electronic address: jianwang@hkusub.hku.hk
1For recent reviews, see, for example, Ya.M. Blanter and M. B¨tt-

iker, Phys. Rep.336, 1 ~2000!.
2M. Büttiker, Phys. Rev. B46, 12 485~1992!.
3L. Saminadayaret al., Phys. Rev. Lett.79, 2526~1997!.
4M.P. Anantram and S. Datta, Phys. Rev. B53, 16 390~1996!; P.

Samuelsson and M. Bu¨ttiker, Phys. Rev. Lett.89, 046601
~2002!; B.G. Wang and J. Wang, Phys. Rev. B67, 014509
~2003!.

5M. Hennyet al., Science284, 296 ~1999!.
6F. Leflochet al., Phys. Rev. Lett.90, 067002~2003!.
7M.J. Stevenset al., Phys. Rev. Lett.90, 136603~2003!; J. Hübner

et al., ibid. 90, 216601~2003!.
8A. Brataaset al., Phys. Rev. B66, 060404~2002!.

FIG. 3. Sspin,1/v @unit 1/(4p)] vs frequencyv. Other param-
eters arevg50.007, G50.016, g50.02. Inset:Sspin,1 vs vg at dif-
ferent frequencies withG50.017: v50.01 ~solid line!; v50.02
~dotted line!; v50.03 ~dashed line!; the unit of Sspin,1 is v/(4p)
with v50.005.
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the spin pump, electrons in the left lead are not correlate
those in the right lead with the same spin polarization~e.g.,
^I L

↑ I R
↑ &50), and one obtainsSLR

↑↑ 5SLR
↓↓ 52To

2 . Finally, elec-
trons in the left lead do correlate with those in the right le
having opposite spin—due to the spin flips of the sp
pump—hence we need to calculate a quantityu[SLL

↑↓ 1SLL
↓↑

5SLR
↑↓ 1SLR

↓↑ , where the second equality is true for a symm
ric device. The quantityu can be derived from the shot nois
of charge current: autocorrelation isSe,15SLL

↑↑ 1SLL
↓↓ 1u

52To(12To)1u and cross correlation isSe,25SLR
↑↑ 1SLR

↓↓

1u522To
21u. BecauseSe,152Se,2 for charge current,u

52To
22To . We therefore obtain, for spin current,Sspin,1

5s2(SLR
↑↑ 1SLR

↓↓ 2u)5s2(To24To
2) in units of v/2p, which

agrees with Eq. ~7!. Also, Sspin,25s2(SLL
↑↓ 1SLL

↓↑ 2u)
5s2(3To24To

2), in agreement with Eq.~8!. This simple
analysis, of course, cannot be applied to finite frequency

In summary, we have analyzed the shot noise of spin c
rent without an accompanying charge current. We apply
theory to a spin pump device and derived exact express
for the shot-noise spectra. Both cross and autocorrelat
are necessary in order to characterize spin-current noise.
corresponding Fano factorsF1 and F2 have an interesting
universal limit away from resonance transmission,F1's/4
andF2'3s/4, so that by measuring the shot noise one c
determine the spin unit of the quasiparticle that is tra
ported. It is also found that shot noise detects open trans
channels by having a resonance behavior.
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